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Abstract
Local dissipation of RF power in superconducting radio frequency cavities create so called “hot-spots”, primary precursors of cavity quench driven by either thermal or magnetic instability. These hot-spots are detected by a temperature mapping system, and a large increase in temperature on the outer surface is detected during cavity quench events. Here, we have used combined magnetic and temperature mapping systems using anisotropic magneto-resistance (AMR) sensors and carbon resisters to locate the hot spots and areas with high trapped flux on a 3.0 GHz single-cell Nb cavity during the RF tests at 2.0 K. The quench location and hot spots were detected near the equator when the residual magnetic field in the Dewar is kept < 1 mG. The hot spots and quench locations moved when the magnetic field is trapped locally, as detected by T-mapping system. No significant dynamics of trapped flux is detected by AMR sensors, however change in magnetic flux during cavity quench is detected by a flux gate magnetometer, close to the quench location. The result provide the direct evidence of hot spots and quench events due to localized trapped vortices.

INTRODUCTION
Superconducting radio frequency (SRF) cavities made from elemental niobium are the building blocks of modern particle accelerators, superconducting electronics and quantum computers because of their formability in complex structures and lithographic thin films. Recent advances in surface engineering by doping and annealing led to an unprecedented quality factor [1–3], however the process is vulnerable to residual flux trapping when the cavity transitions to superconducting state during cooldown [4]. The trapped vortices within the RF penetration depth oscillates under the RF field and lowers the quality factor with additional RF dissipation.

The temperature mapping technique is able to detect the regions of large RF power dissipation, referred as “hot-spots” [5]. The source of hot-spots could be due to the normal conducting inclusion or segregation of impurities in dislocations sites or grain boundaries. If the origin of hot spot is due to trapped vortices, those could be moved or change their intensity an application of a thermal gradient [6, 7]. The combined temperature and magnetic field mapping system used in 1.3 GHz cavity showed an enhancement of magnetic field trapping due to quench events either by trapping of thermo current induced flux or trapping to additional residual flux [8, 9]. Here, we present the results of RF measurements done on a 3.0 GHz single cell cavity with combined temperature and magnetic field mapping where the hot-spots are created on the cavity surface by trapping magnetic field locally.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The 3 GHz single cell cavity used in this study was made from high purity large grain Nb and scaled down from the TESLA end-cell cavity shape [10, 11]. After previous measurements reported in Ref. [12] the cavity was subjected to ~ 25 µm electropolishing followed by high pressure rinse with deionized water. The cavity was assembled with input and pick up antennas. A cavity vacuum of < 10^{-8} mbar was maintained with active pumping during the cooldown and RF tests.

Figure 1: (a) and (b) AMR sensors and (c) temperature sensors board, (d) assembled on the surface of cavity [13].

The combined temperature and magnetic field mapping system relies on 100 Ω Allen-Bradely carbon resisters to measure the temperature and AMR sensors to measure the magnetic field. The details of setup, sensors calibration, sensitivity and measurement can be found in Refs. [13–15]. The AMR sensors boards and temperature sensors boards are place alternatively on every 22.5° around the cavity. There are 10 AMR sensors on each board measure the radial and tangential component of the magnetic field in the vicinity of
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cavity’s outer surface. 11 temperature sensors are mounted on each board which are kept in contact with the cavity surface with spring-loaded Pogo sticks. Apiezon-N cryogenic vacuum grease was applied on temperature sensors to make good thermal contact with the cavity surface. Magnetic sensor #3 and temperature sensors # 6 lies on the equator of the cavity. Three flux gate magnetometers (FGM) and 4 Cernox sensors were attached on the cavity surface to measure the residual magnetic field and temperature of outer cavity surface and helium bath. One of FGM was placed away from the cavity surface and parallel to the cavity axis to measure the residual magnetic field on the Dewar. Two FGM were placed along the axis of small coils and perpendicular to the cavity axis as shown in Fig. 1. The Cernox sensor were place on the two beam tube, closer to the cavity irises. The carbon resistors were calibrated against the Cernox sensors for each measurements.

The cryogenic Dewar is equipped with compensation coils capable of maintaining the residual magnetic field on cavity under test < 1 mG. In our current set up, two small coils of radius ~ 10 mm with 10 turns made from 38 AWG enameled copper wire were mounted on the outer surface of the cavity in equatorial region. The coils were mounted in such a way that temperature and magnetic field sensors are placed on the axis of the coil. The magnetic field produced by the coil will be trapped locally when the cavity undergoes superconducting transitions.

The measurement procedure is as follow: (i) The magnetic field in Dewar was set below 1 mG and offset voltage of AMR sensors was recorded at 10 K. (ii) The cavity was cooled to 4.2 K and filled with liquid helium by maintaining temperature difference of > 2 K between the cavity irises. (iii) \( Q_0(T) \) at low rf field (peak surface rf magnetic field \( B_p \sim 15 \text{ mT} \)) from 4.2-2.0 K was measured while calibrating the carbon resistors against the calibrated Cernox sensors. (iv) \( Q_0 \) vs \( E_{acc} \) at 2 K was measured along with the temperature and magnetic field maps. (v) The cavity is warmed-up above \( T_c \) (~ 9.2 K) and 200 mA current on the coil that was mounted on the cavity surface, producing ~ 100 \( \mu \text{T} \) magnetic field perpendicular to the cavity surface as measured by FGM. (vi) The cavity was cooled down with less than 0.1 K temperature difference between the cavity irises in order to maximize the flux trapping. When the cavity reached superconducting state (~ 4.2 K), the current to the cooled is switched off. The magnetic field reading after the current being turned off is the amount of magnetic field trapped on the cavity surface. It was found that about 40% of the magnetic flux is trapped on the cavity surface. (vii) Steps (iii) and (iv) were repeated by placing the coil at different locations on cavity surface.

**EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

**RF Results**

Figure 2 shows the \( Q_0(B_p) \) measured for 4 different flux trapping condition. The test labeled test 1 is after the first cooldown with < 1 mG residual flux during the cooldown. The low field \( Q_0 \) is \( \sim 4 \times 10^9 \) and increases with the increase in RF field. The \( Q \)-rise is similar to the doped niobium cavities [3], however similar results were also reported in electropolished cavities resonating at higher frequencies [16]. The cavity showed high field \( Q \)-slope starting at \( B_p \sim 110 \text{ mT} \) before quenching at \( B_p \sim 139 \text{ mT} \).

The second RF test, test 2, was done with residual flux being trapped on two different locations. Location 1 corresponds to the 0\(^{\circ}\) (reference point for B-T mapping system), whereas location 2 corresponds to 202.5\(^{\circ}\). The quality factor was lowered by 25 % and \( Q_0(B_p) \) doesn’t show any \( Q \)-rise phenomenon. The cavity encounter a sudden quench at \( B_p \sim 116 \text{ mT} \) and quality factor jumped to higher value and cavity finally quenched at \( B_p \sim 127 \text{ mT} \). The measurement was repeated by moving the coil to location 3 (67.5\(^{\circ}\)) and location 4 (202.5\(^{\circ}\)). In both cases, the cavity quenched at \( B_p \sim 135 \text{ mT} \) with hysteresis in \( Q_0(B_p) \), due to the release of trapped flux during quench. The flux gate magnetometer reads a drop in trapped flux by ~ 50 % after the quench. The drop in flux is due to redistribution of vortices at quench location.

**B and T Mapping**

The first RF test was done with <1 mG residual magnetic field in the Dewar, measured by flux gate magnetometer and also verified by AMR sensors at 10 K. When the Dewar is filled with liquid helium, a small change in residual field was measured by flux gate and AMR sensors. This change in field doesn’t affect the RF performance, since the cavity is already in Meissner state. During the RF test #1, as shown in Fig. 2, the temperature sensors didn’t show any significant change as RF field is increased up to \( B_p \sim 120 \text{ mT} \). On further increase in RF field, the temperature on sensors # 5, 6, and 7 at 157.5\(^{\circ}\) showed sudden increase in temperature and the cavity quenched at \( B_p \sim 139 \text{ mT} \) as shown in Fig. 3 (a).
Figure 3: Change in temperature on cavity surface during RF test at 2.0 K measured by the temperature sensors on hot-spots for (a) test 1, (b) test 2, (c) test 3 and (d) test 4. The arrow in (c) represents the temperature during RF power increasing (solid symbols) and decreasing (open symbols). After the quench the hot-spot strength reduces and hysteresis in $\Delta T$ vs $B_p$ is observed.

The quench location was identified to be at 157.5°, sensor #6 as shown in Fig. 4(a). The precursor heating was also measured by the adjacent sensors #5 and #7 as shown in Fig. 3(a). The sensor #6 is located at the equator of the cavity whereas, sensors #5 and #7 are located at ~ 5 mm away from the equator weld. The sudden increase in temperature $B_p \sim 120$ mT on hot-spot locations correspond to the onset of Q-slope in $Q_0(B_p)$ during rf test #1 as shown in Fig. 2.

During test #2, 200 mA current was applied to the coil encircling AMR sensors #3 at 0° and temperature sensors #5, 6, and 7 at 202.5°. The total magnetic field ~ 300 mG was measured during the RF test, which corresponds to the trapped magnetic field on AMR sensor #3 at location 0°. On increasing RF power during test #2, no significant change in magnetic field was detected by the AMR sensors at 0°, however, temperature sensors at 202.5° detected an increase in temperature starting $B_p \sim 50$ mT. On further increase in RF field, the temperature increased until the cavity quenched first at $B_p \sim 117$ mT and repetitive quench at $B_p \sim 127$ mT. Based on the T-mapping data, the quench location is identified to be sensor #5 at 202.5° as shown in Fig. 4. Interestingly, when the cavity quenched, some trapped flux is released or migrated away from the sensors, but not far enough to be detected by AMR sensors on boards neighboring the T-sensors board.

### DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Figure 5 shows the normalized surface resistance as a function of the peak RF field. The surface resistance decrease with the increase in RF field during test 1, typically observed in impurity doped cavities, even though no doping treatment was applied to the cavity. However with the trapped flux, the surface resistance increases with the increase in RF field. The field at which the Q-slope starts corresponds to the onset of temperature increase as shown in Figs. 2 and 3(a), which demonstrate that the medium field Q-slope is a result...
of addition RF loss due to trapped vortices. The RF loss in hot-spots can be characterized as $\Delta T \sim B_n^2$. The $\Delta T$ vs. $B_n$ was fitted with least square fits. The exponent is found to be $n > 4$ in the case of local trapped flux suggesting the RF loss due to vortices is stronger than the ohmic-type $(n=2)$ loss.

Figure 5: Normalized surface resistance as a function of peak RF magnetic field.

The combined temperature and magnetic field mapping system allows us to identify the hot-spots and quench location on 3.0 GHz cavity. Even though AMR sensors didn’t show any significant change in magnetic flux distribution, the flux gate magnetometer mounted near the trapped flux location showed the re-distribution or release of vortices as a result of cavity quench. After the cavity quenched first time at the trapped flux location, the strength of the hot-spots decreases as seen from the drop in temperature of sensors as shown in Fig. 3 (c). Further studies are planned to investigate the vortex induced hot-spots and quench locations in 1.3 GHz and 3.0 GHz cavities subjected to different surface preparations.
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